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Much research has been done concerning the use of vibrato in solo and choral singing, 
which shows that there is a disconnect between perception and actuality concerning healthy 
usage of vocal vibrato. While vocal jazz practitioners agree on the proper stylistic use of vibrato 
in the genre, there has been very little in-depth scholarly investigation concerning its use in the 
vocal jazz style. The purpose of this study is to explore the effect of rate, extent, and duration of 
vibrato on vocal jazz singing, as well as performer perception, in order to provide vocal jazz 
musicians a better understanding of the nuances and processes of producing and manipulating 
vibrato. The guiding research questions were: (1) Is there a difference between the vibrato rate, 
extent, and duration in solo versus ensemble vocal jazz singing? (2) Does rate, extent, and 
duration vary between a ballad and a medium-tempo swing tune? and (3) Are student perceptions 
of their vibratos accurate? Thirty female undergraduate singers currently participating in a vocal 
jazz ensemble were recorded singing four excerpts (two solo and two choral). Subsequently they 
answered questions concerning their perceptions of their vibrato extent, rate and duration of each 
excerpt.  
Four themes emerged from the participant feedback: vibrato control, proper use of 
vibrato in an ensemble, vibrato in solo singing, and vibrato duration. The findings of this study 
validate vocal jazz instructors’ belief that the use of vibrato in vocal jazz differs from that of 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
Throughout my musical life I have been involved in both the classical and vocal jazz 
realms. I have studied and taught classical voice and jazz voice and directed choirs and vocal 
jazz ensembles. My first experience singing in a vocal jazz ensemble was as an undergraduate, 
and it immediately combined my loves of popular musical styles, complex harmonies, and 
ensemble singing. It was at this time vocal jazz became my primary career focus.  
Although I have studied jazz for many years, I have learned that one aspect of the style 
remains elusive: the use of vocal vibrato as a stylistic tool. In vocal jazz, vibrato is a stylistic 
addition to a musical line, typically at the ends of phrases and in ballads.1 Additionally, there is 
less vibrato used in ensemble jazz singing than solo jazz singing due to the dense harmonic 
structure of the ensemble chords. However, my study of jazz has lead me to believe vibrato is not 
a “one size fits all” stylistic aspect of ensemble or solo vocal jazz. For example, while it was 
typical of jazz singers of the early- and mid-twentieth century like Sarah Vaughn to utilize 
vibrato at the ends of phrases, others like Ella Fitzgerald and Billie Holiday often incorporated 
vibrato into most longer notes, even in the middle of a phrase. Vocal jazz ensembles vary in the 
amount of vibrato they sing with; from the bright, airy, straight tone of The Swingle Singers to 
the richer tone of New York Voices who incorporate a more soloistic vibrato in the ensemble 
singing. Clearly, not all vocal jazz vibrato is the same. 
 
1 Lisanne Elizabeth Lyons, “Strategies for Developing a Jazz and Contemporary Vocal 
Ensemble Sound for the Traditional Chamber Choir” (doctoral essay, University of Miami, 
2009), http://scholarlyrepository.miami.edu/oa_dissertations; Diana Spradling, Jazz Singing: 
Developing Artistry and Authenticity (Edmonds, WA: Sound Music Publications, 2007); Patrice 
Madura Ward-Steinman, Becoming a Choral Music Teacher: A Field Experience Workbook 






I have been hesitant to discuss vibrato in the jazz setting with instructors with whom I 
have studied because of the wide range of opinions about how to use vibrato. Vocal jazz teachers 
have instructed me to remove vibrato completely when learning a song and then eventually add it 
back in, without explanation as to how this approach will help me sing in the appropriate style. I 
have also been told to relax and sing more naturally, as if I am manipulating my vibrato – and yet 
vibrato is ostensibly a natural phenomenon.  
In the case of instrumentalists, vibrato is created outside of the body, and is therefore 
created using different techniques. Instrumental vibrato is manufactured2 while vocal vibrato is 
an intrinsic part of the body. Instrumentalists can produce vibrato with the diaphragm, finger, 
hand, slide, or jaw, depending on the instrument, and they control not only whether vibrato 
occurs, but the rate and extent of the vibrato as well.3 Vocalists’ control over vibrato is internal, 
so there is often a disconnect on this topic between instrumentalists and vocalists.  
Darmon Meader is the tenor in the New York Voices, as well as a jazz saxophonist. In an 
email conversation with him concerning the stylistic use of vibrato in vocal jazz versus 
instrumental jazz, he stated, “Ah, the age-old vibrato debate! I use more vocally [than] on the 
saxophone. Horn players use it quite sparingly on up-tempo songs for sure. It might come into 
 
2 Regan G. Wickman, “Trombone Vibrato: A Study of the Appropriate Stylistic 
Application (in a Jazz Context)” (project report, California State University, Long Beach, 1999), 
https://search-proquest-com.proxy2.library.illinois.edu/docview/192487230?accountid=14553; 
Joel Patrick Vanderheyden, “Approaching the Classical Style: A Resource for Jazz 
Saxophonists” (doctoral essay, The University of Iowa, 2010), https://search-proquest-
com.proxy2.library.illinois.edu/docview/619320518?accountid=14553; Bill McBirnie, 
“‘Crossing Over’ from Classical to Jazz: A Brief Outline,” Pan: The Journal of the British Flute 
Society 34, no. 1 (March 2015): 36-37, 
http://web.a.ebscohost.com.proxy2.library.illinois.edu/ehost/pdfviewer/pdfviewer?vid=3&sid=b8
4577e3-85b7-45d5-af7b-4ff6cc7e77e8%40sdc-v-sessmgr01. 






play on medium tempo a bit, and definitely is used on ballads. Basically, the longer the notes 
(which is often affected by tempo), the more room for vibrato.”4 
Because vibrato became a major topic of my lessons with both vocal and instrumental 
instructors I was led to believe my particular vibrato was not a “jazz vibrato.” Conversations 
with other jazz singers has led me to realize that I am not the only one struggling with vibrato. 
Peter Eldridge, the baritone in the New York Voices, wrote in an email exchange, “I’m always 
amazed, especially with new or younger singers, how unaware they are as to whether they’re 
actually using vibrato or not.”5 As such, a better understanding of the intricacies of vocal jazz 
vibrato is necessary to becoming a better vocal jazz artist and instructor. 
With this study, I explored vocal jazz vibrato through an examination of the vibrato rate, 
extent, and duration of undergraduates studying vocal jazz and the perception of vibrato by the 
same students. My intent was to clarify the typical use of vibrato by vocal jazz soloists and 
ensemble members, to determine whether vocal jazz artists use less vibrato in the ensemble 
setting than in the solo setting, to determine whether there is a difference between the use of 
vibrato at different tempos in jazz repertoire, and to determine whether performer perception of 
vocal jazz vibrato is accurate. 
Definitions of Vibrato, Rate, Extent, and Duration 
The standard definition of vibrato dates from over 80 years ago, when the psychologist, 
Seashore, studied the perception of vibrato and defined it as “a pulsation of pitch, usually 
accompanied with synchronous pulsations of loudness and timbre, of such extent and rate as to 
 
4 Darmon Meader, email message to author, June 15, 2020. 





give a pleasing flexibility, tenderness, and richness to the tone.”6 58 years later, in his book on 
vocal technique, Miller expanded the understanding of vibrato by providing a definition of two 
key factors of the phenomenon that are still in use today: rate and extent. Miller defined vibrato 
rate as “the number of undulations per second” and vibrato extent as “the fluctuation of pitch.”7 
According to Miller’s research, a typical vibrato rate is six undulations per second, or about 6 
Hertz, and a typical vibrato extent is about one third of a whole tone above and below the target 
pitch, or about 50 cents.8 For the purposes of this study, the definition of vibrato duration is the 
length of time the note is sung using vibrato. Vibrato duration is not explicitly tied to the 
duration of the held note, as a singer can incorporate straight-tone at the start of the note. 
In an article reviewing vibrato research, Sundberg wrote that while most people cannot 
adjust the rate of their vibratos, there are some who can, and “by means of special exercises 
singing teachers are mostly capable of correcting an inappropriate vibrato rate in a student.”9 He 
also noted that vibrato rate is affected by the sex and age of the singer and is not constant as once 
presumed, and it “actually varies during the course of the individual tones in a song, such that it 
accelerates during the last five vibrato cycles, just before the pitch change.”10 Additionally, “the 
extent of the vibrato undulations varies with loudness of phonation,”11 meaning extent is more 
adaptable than rate. 
 
6 Carl E. Seashore, Psychology of Music, 1st ed. (New York: McGraw-Hill Book 
Company, Inc., 1938), 33. 
7 Richard Miller, The Structure of Singing: System and Art in Vocal Technique (Belmont, 
CA: Schirmer, 1996), 182. 
8 Ibid., 182-83. 
9 Johan Sundberg, “Acoustic and Psychoacoustic Aspects of Vibrato,” Speech, Music and 
Hearing Quarterly Progress and Status Report 35, no. 2-3 (1994): 50, 
http://www.speech.kth.se/qpsr. 
10 Ibid. 





Straight-Tone Singing and Perception 
When considering Seashore’s definition of vibrato as a pulsation of pitch, one might 
define non-vibrato singing (also known as straight-tone singing) as a lack of pulsation of pitch. 
However, that is not the case. Reid wrote that vibrato is “present in one form or another in all 
musical tone qualities produced by the vocal mechanism, even by those who believe they are 
producing straight tones.”12 Stark wrote that “straight tone requires the inhibition of the natural 
vibrato by preventing certain muscles from engaging in the work-rest cycle.”13 Wooding and Nix 
examined the aural perception of straight-tone singing in their research and found that listener 
perception of vibrato (or lack thereof) is affected by the rate and extent of vibrato. 14 Vibrato is a 
constant in singing – even what we consider to be straight-tone singing – as there is always 
frequency fluctuation occurring. However, a lower vibrato rate or a smaller vibrato extent has an 
effect on vibrato perception, with rate having more of an impact on listener perception than 
extent. (This study will be addressed further in the review of literature.) However, Stark 
maintained that “the ability to perceive vibrato differs widely from one individual to another, and 
some listeners are unable to discern it at all.”15  
Vibrato in the Vocal Jazz Setting 
Spradling and Binek studied spectrographic recordings of jazz singers and found that 
vibrato is “often initiated after the onset of the vowel and can follow a straight tone or even be as 
 
12 Cornelius L. Reid, “The Nature of the Vibrato,” Journal of Research in Singing and 
Applied Vocal Pedagogy, 11, no. 2 (1989): 45. 
13 James A. Stark, Bel Canto: A History of Vocal Pedagogy (Toronto: University of 
Toronto Press, 1999), 146. 
14 Randi Wooding and John Nix, “Perception of Non-Vibrato Sung Tones: A Pilot 
Study,” Journal of Voice 30, no. 6 (November 2016): 762.e15-e21, 
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jvoice.2015.10.005. 





short as a flip (about one and a half beats) or for as long as a note value of an important word in 
the text is to be held.”16 Spradling described vocal jazz vibrato as “usually initiated after the 
onset of the vowel and can change in width and duration/speed during the remainder of a sung 
vowel depending on dynamic choices,” as opposed to classical vibrato which is “initiated at the 
onset of the vowel and should not change in duration/speed unless there is a noticeable change in 
the dynamic level of a passage or phrase.”17 Her commentary supports the idea that vocal jazz 
vibrato is ornamental and meant to be imitative of jazz instrumentalists. Meader also wrote, “For 
voice, I think vibrato is heavily influenced by the sound of horn players.”18  
What is interesting to note is that jazz developed from the blues and ragtime traditions. 
The blues were traditionally performed by vocalists, and instrumentalists were originally 
encouraged to imitate their vocal counterparts. Even today, instrumentalists often mimic singers 
in their playing. Several studies on instrumental jazz vibrato exist, in which the authors describe 
an abundance of straight tone throughout a phrase while performers wait to introduce vibrato on 
held notes, after first playing the note using straight tone,19 similar to Spradling’s description of 
vocal jazz vibrato. 
Lyons noted that it is common practice to use straight tone more often in vocal jazz 
ensemble performance than in solo jazz singing, due to concern for blending complex harmonies 
among multiple singers at once.20 Heil and McCrudy affirmed Lyons’s assertion, stating that 
“overuse of vibrato is generally detrimental to the tuning of jazz chords due to tight voicings and 
 
16 Diana Spradling and Justin Binek, “Pedagogy for the Jazz Singer,” Choral Journal 55, 
no. 11 (June/July 2015): 11-17, https://search-proquest-
com.proxy2.library.illinois.edu/docview/2275119445?accountid=14553. 
17 Spradling, 35. 
18 Meader email. 
19 Wickman; Vanderheyden; McBirnie. 





complex harmonic structures.”21 This is corroborated by well-known vocal jazz researcher 
Madura Ward-Steinman: “In vocal jazz singing, vibrato is minimized due to the careful tuning 
required for the close voicings and complexity of the jazz chords.”22 
In an effort to assist vocal jazz ensemble instructors in teaching stylistically appropriate 
vibrato, Phillips wrote that “a straight tone [is] necessary for blending close jazz harmonies” in a 
vocal jazz ensemble, although of the technique needed to produce a straight tone, he simply 
wrote that “adolescents can learn to sing stylistically with different vocal productions when they 
are taught the correct ways to go about each process.”23 To aid in vocal jazz instruction, 
Spradling created a taxonomy of nine different types of solo vocal jazz vibrato based on the 
spectrographic analysis she did of recordings of 20 popular vocal jazz artists: 
1. A syllable is initially sung on an energized straight tone and the vibrato is 
engaged either after about 3 seconds or about midway through the length of a 
syllable last longer than 3 seconds.  
2. An ascending or a descending smear (bending the pitch up or down) is 
executed and vibrato is engaged at or near the point of sounding the 
intended/actual pitch.  
3. Vibrato is established at the onset of a pitch and a descending smear or fall-off 
is executed at the release of the syllable.  
4. Vibrato is executed at the onset and ended at the release of the syllable/phrase. 
5. A vibrato flip [a short-lived vibrato in a syllable or a single-syllable word over 
1-2+ beats/pulses. It falls under the category of an ornament.] is executed in a 
single syllable or a word with one syllable over 1-2+ beats/pulses.  
6. An ascending smear is connected to an energized straight tone that then ends 
with a vibrato flip.  
7. In a dipthong, vibrato is initiated in the second of two elided vowels.  
8. Vibrato is initiated at the beginning of a dipthong and continues throughout 
both vowels.  
9. Vibrato is added to words that end in ‘m,’ ‘n’ and/or ‘ng.’24  
 
21 Leila Heil and Ron McCurdy, “Building Vocal Technique and Aural Acuity in the 
Vocal Jazz Ensemble,” Choral Journal 57, no. 4 (November 2016): 67, https://search-proquest-
com.proxy2.library.illinois.edu/docview/1882394173?accountid=14553. 
22 Madura Ward-Steinman, 153. 
23 Kenneth H. Phillips, Directing the Choral Music Program (New York: Oxford 
University Press, 2016), 250. 





Spradling described these as ornamentation to the pitch, meaning the use of each is deliberately 
chosen by the artist. This is in contrast to the consistent use of vibrato throughout a phrase which 
is commonly heard in traditional solo singing. The idea that vocal jazz vibrato can be categorized 
and types of which can be deliberately chosen supports the idea that it is a complex concept. 
Lyons, a professional jazz vocalist and educator, shared her personal perspective on the 
use of straight tone in the vocal jazz ensemble, stating that vibrato can be overwhelming through 
a sound system, and it should be used as “color and enhancement.”25 Of straight tone, she wrote 
that it “improve[s] intonation… when tuning the chords to ensure pitch accuracy and tonal 
clarity.”26 Lyons asserted that “energized breath support, proper alignment, keep[ing] the tone 
resonant, and periodically check[ing] for laryngeal tension”27 are necessary for healthy straight-
tone production. Heil and McCurdy emphasized the practice of “encourag[ing] singers to lighten 
and brighten their sound, free the tongue of tension, and maintain strong breath connection.”28  
Instruction in Vibrato 
In her article concerning the use of vibrato in a choral setting, Walker wrote “Because 
high school and collegiate choral ensembles usually include developing singers who are in the 
process of stabilizing their vibrato…; respected vocal pedagogies have expressed concern over 
removing vibrato for the sake of choral blend,”29 and consequently stated that choral conductors 
need to learn as much as possible about vibrato.30 In reference to solo and choral singing, 
Galante asked, “can our choral singers successfully negotiate the differing demands of these 
 
25 Lyons, 21. 
26 Ibid., 22. 
27 Ibid., 23. 
28 Heil and McCurdy, 67. 
29 Gayle Walker, “Vibrato, Science, and the Choral Singer,” Choral Journal 47, no. 6 






performing styles?”31 In fact, students do not always believe they are receiving instruction in 
vibrato and straight-tone production. Nix, a member of the voice faculty at The University of 
Texas at San Antonio, surveyed collegiate and community choir members and reported that the 
majority of the participants were asked to adjust their vibratos or sing with a straight tone in both 
choral and private instruction settings, but the participants indicated that they did not receive 
clear instruction concerning vibrato and straight-tone singing.32  
Mann, an assistant professor of Choral Music Education at Belmont University, found 
that vocal performance and choral music education majors adjusted their vibratos between 
singing as a soloist and as a member of a choir, and “often had difficulty identifying a specific 
vocal technique that accounted for that change.”33 While more information about this key study 
will be provided in the review of literature, it is clear that further research is warranted to better 
understand the nuances and processes of producing and manipulating vibrato and straight tone. 
Through such examinations, music educators will be better equipped to teach and assist 
developing singers, especially in the area of vocal jazz. 
Therefore, the purpose of this study was to explore the effect of rate, extent, and duration 
of vibrato on vocal jazz singing, as well as performer perception, in order to provide vocal jazz 
musicians a better understanding of the nuances and processes of producing and manipulating 
 
31 Brian Galante, “Vibrato and Choral Acoustics: Common Voice Science Issues for the 
Choral Conductor,” Choral Journal, 51, no. 7 (February 2011): 67, https://search-proquest-
com.proxy2.library.illinois.edu/docview/863695581?accountid=14553. 
32 John Nix, “New Voices in Research: Vibrato and Non-Vibrato Singing; Who Teaches 
It? How Do They Teach It? Does It Make a Difference?,” Choral Journal 53, no. 9 (April 2013): 
57-66, http://www.jstor.org/stable/43051928. 
33 Lesley Maxwell Mann, “Effects of Solo and Choral Singing Modes on Vibrato Rate, 
Extent, and Duration Exhibited by Undergraduate Female Singers,” International Journal of 






vibrato. This will allow instructors to impart better instruction to developing singers regarding 
the understanding of how jazz singers manipulate their vibratos in a stylistically appropriate 
manner. The guiding research questions were adapted from Mann’s study, which will be 
addressed in the review of literature: (1) Is there a difference between the vibrato rate, extent, 
and duration in solo versus ensemble vocal jazz singing? (2) Does rate, extent, and duration vary 
between a ballad and a medium-tempo swing tune? and (3) Are student perceptions of their 






CHAPTER 2: REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
This chapter provides a literature review that is divided into three sections: Vibrato in the 
Solo Setting, Vibrato in the Choral Setting, and Perception of Vibrato and Straight Tone. Limited 
research has been found concerning vocal jazz vibrato, so literature concerning classical solo and 
choral vibrato is provided as a framework to discuss the concept of vibrato in solo and ensemble 
jazz singing.  
Vibrato in the Solo Setting 
The following three longitudinal studies were published in Journal of Voice, a peer-
reviewed journal where voice medicine and research intersect. Mendes, Rothman, Sapienza and 
Brown, a group of speech science researchers from Portugal and Florida, followed the training of 
undergraduate voice majors enrolled in private instruction at the University of Florida School of 
Music to determine the effect of vocal training on singers’ ranges, vibrato (rate and extent), and 
formant after four semesters of lessons.34 The participants, 12 female and 2 male (ages 17-20 at 
the start of the study), had between one and seven years of singing experience before attending 
the University of Florida. They were recorded singing sustained notes on the vowel /æ/ for six 
seconds through their full ranges. Next, they were recorded singing “America the Beautiful,” 
sustaining the words “sea” and “God” for four seconds. The participants were recorded once at 
the end of each semester, for a total of four times.  
Mendes et al. found that vocal training had an effect on range, as the majority of the 
participants expanded their ranges over four semesters. It was determined that there was no 
significant difference in participants’ vibratos and formants from the start to the end of the study. 
 
34 Ana P. Mendes et al., “Effects of Vocal Training on the Acoustic Parameters of the 






The vibrato rates of the participants were within normal limits, but the vibrato extents were at the 
lower end of acceptable limits. Mendes et al. stated that “four semesters of VT [vocal training] 
may not be sufficient to develop a stable vibrato production,” and that muscular development 
necessary for vibrato production is probably “developed at later stages of the VT.”35 
Mürbe, Zahnert, Kuhlisch, and Sundberg, a group of speech and sound scientists from 
Germany and Sweden, published research similar to that of Mendes, et al. four years later. 36 
However, they looked solely at the effect of voice lessons on vibrato rate and whether dynamics 
have an impact on vibrato rate. The 22 participants (13 female, 9 male) averaged 24 years old at 
the beginning of the study and were vocal performance majors at the College of Music, Carl 
Maria von Weber in Dresden, Germany. All of the participants received voice lessons as part of 
their professional singing education from one of nine voice teachers on the faculty. The 
participants were recorded twice – once at the beginning of their education and again three years 
later. They were recorded singing an ascending and descending triad on an [a:] vowel at their 
own tempo and in a comfortable vocal range. The participants were asked to hold the top note for 
at least five seconds. They recorded the exercise four times – twice at a mezzo forte dynamic and 
twice at a piano dynamic. 
It was found that vibrato rates within normal limits of 5 to 7 Hertz did not significantly 
change, and volume did not affect vibrato rate. However, those participants with fast vibrato 
rates at the start of the three years had slower vibrato rates after training, participants with slow 
vibrato rates at the start of the three years had faster vibrato rates after training, and participants 
 
35 Mendes et al., 541. 
36 Dirk Mürbe et al., “Effects of Professional Singing Education on Vocal Vibrato: A 






with inconsistent vibrato rates at the start of the three years had more regular vibrato rates after 
training. These results confirmed the theory asserted by Sundberg earlier that vibrato rates that 
are either too fast, too slow, or inconsistent can be adapted through vocal training. 
Mitchell, an associate professor in the Sydney Conservatorium of Music at the University 
of Sydney, and Kenny, a professor emeritus in the School of Psychology at the University of 
Sydney, studied the effect of vocal training on vibrato rate and extent and consistency thereof 
over four semesters, as well as whether dynamic levels effected vibrato. 37 They followed 28 
students beginning studies at an Australian conservatory of music. Of the original 28 
participants, 15 completed four semesters of training, 11 female and 4 male, whose average age 
was 20.2 at the start of the study. Eight were Bachelor of Music voice majors, five were voice 
minors, and two were studying for the Diploma of Opera. At the end of each semester the 
participants were recorded singing “a triad plus the octave starting on a pitch appropriate to their 
voice type” for an undetermined amount of time using the messa di voce, meaning a crescendo 
and decrescendo on each pitch.38 The vowel sung was not mentioned in the study. 
Mitchell and Kenny found that over the four semesters, the vibrato rate of the participants 
was consistent with negligible change from the first semester to the fourth and within normal 
parameters. The vibrato extent of the participants significantly increased, although it was still on 
the lower edge of acceptable limits. Vibrato rate regularity did improve over the study, but 
vibrato extent maintained the same regularity throughout the two years. Dynamics did not have 
an effect on vibrato rate and extent. Both the Mendes et al. and the Mürbe et al. studies were 
 
37 Helen F. Mitchell and Dianna T. Kenny, “Change in Vibrato Rate and Extent During 
Tertiary Training in Classical Singing Students,” Journal of Voice 24, no. 4 (July 2010): 427-34, 
doi:10.1016/j.jvoice.2008.12.003. 





cited by Mitchell and Kenny; which they summarized by stating that “VR [vibrato rate] was 
found to be the most stable and consistent element of vocal vibrato over time.”39 
While each of the above three studies had differences in methodology, all three groups of 
researchers determined that vibrato rates within normal limits of 5 to 7 Hertz were not changed 
within the time frame of these studies. Mendes et al. and Mitchell and Kenny both discussed the 
likelihood that age would have an effect on vibrato development, with Mitchell and Kenny 
noting that the average age of their participants was lower than those in the Mürbe et al. study. 
None of the above studies contain specific details about the vocal instruction received by the 
participants, meaning that those results that differed could have been attributed to the differing 
pedagogical styles of the participant’s vocal instructors.  
The following study involves solo vocal jazz vibrato. Manfredi, Barbagallo, Baracca, 
Orlandi, Bandini, and Dejonckere, researchers in electronic bioengineering and medical sciences 
in Italy and Belgium, studied the differences in the vibrato and formant between opera and jazz 
singers using a software called BioVoice.40 They conceded that vibrato research does not often 
benefit vocal pedagogues, being that it is done in atypical settings. Therefore, Manfredi et al. 
were concerned with the practical use of this software for vocal pedagogues. They investigated 
48 Italian professional opera and jazz singers: 29 female (ages 21-32) and 19 male (ages 21-54). 
The breakdown of the demographics are as follows: 15 female opera singers, 14 female jazz 
singers, 14 male opera singers, and 5 male jazz singers. All of the participants had at least three 
years of vocal training at the collegiate level. After warming up, the participants were asked to 
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sing the first line of “Summertime” from Porgy and Bess by George Gershwin twice “with 
artistic expression.”41 They sang it a cappella in their chosen key and preferred musical style. 
The held note on the syllable “ime” of the word “summertime” was extracted for study. Vibrato 
rate and extent were studied, along with the regularity and duration of vibrato and formant (a 
concept not addressed in the current study).  
Manfredi et al. analyzed the fundamental frequency of the extracted notes, calculating the 
vibrato rate and extent of each participant’s extracted pitch and grouped the results into four 
categories: male classical, male jazz, female classical, and female jazz. The researchers reported 
that the vibrato rates of jazz singers and opera singers are comparable, and no significant 
differences emerged between genders. However, opera singers are more likely to have a wider 
vibrato extent, meaning the interval between the target pitch and the pitch fluctuation above and 
below the target pitch of an opera singer is larger than that of a jazz singer. Additionally, operatic 
singers sang using vibrato with greater regularity and longer duration than did jazz singers. This 
supports the opinions of the vocal jazz pedagogues cited in the opening of this paper (see the 
introduction), specifically that vocal jazz includes less use of vibrato than classical singing. Yet it 
is important to note that the differences between vocal jazz vibrato and classical vibrato 
primarily involve extent and duration rather than rate. 
Vibrato in the Choral Setting 
Moving on to choral vibrato research, the bulk of studies explored within this section 
concern the act of matching vibrato across a traditional choral ensemble. While the first study 
reviewed is not specifically concerned with vibrato usage in choirs, it addresses the concept of 
matching vibrato, which is of interest to the choral community. Dromey, Carter, and Hopkin, 
 





from the Department of Audiology and Speech–Language Pathology and the School of Music at 
Brigham Young University, studied whether singers could adapt their vibratos to match 
prerecorded stimuli at various vibrato rates. 42 Initially, Dromey et al. recruited 12 vocal 
performance and vocal pedagogy students from the School of Music at Brigham Young 
University to record the stimuli to be used in the second part of this study. The 12 participants 
were all female, 19-28 years old, and had an average of 6.5 years of vocal training. They were 
asked to sing an [ɑ] on middle C in their chest registers; the B above middle C in their mixed 
registers, and the G an octave and a half above middle C in their head registers. The participants 
were recorded singing these pitches three times for about five seconds each. The authors then 
chose the samples with the fastest and slowest vibrato rates to use as stimuli for the second 
portion of the study. These recordings were adapted so that each could be run on a continuous 
loop for as long as the second group of participants needed to match vibrato. 
Two months later, Dromey et al. chose eight participants with intermediate vibrato rates 
for the next part of the study. The eight participants were again female BYU students, and while 
the ages, majors, and training amount of these participants was not noted in the study, five of the 
eight had participated in the first portion of the study. The participants wore headphones in 
which the prepared stimuli were played, and they were asked to match pitch and vibrato rate of 
the stimuli. Each participant sang with the three different pitches at both fast and slow vibrato 
rates three times each. The order of pitches and vibrato rates was randomized. Additionally, the 
second phase participants were asked about the experience (specific questions were not included 
in the published study). 
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It was found that most of the participants in this study were able to “volitionally make 
changes to their vibrato rate in each register when matching slower and faster target stimuli,”43 
meaning they were able to consciously adapt their vibratos in an attempt to match the recorded 
voices, although this was more difficult for some than others. Specifically, this ability occurred 
more in the chest and mixed registers than in the head register. Responses to the author’s 
questioning showed that the participants “felt more comfortable singing in the mixed register, as 
this was the one they used most often during performance, followed by the head and chest 
registers.”44 Most of the participants found it easier to match the faster vibrato rates than the 
slower rates, citing “control of the voice and vibrato,” placement of the voice (forward to speed 
up, farther back to slow down), breath support (more to speed up, less to slow down), and pulling 
in the abdomen.45 Despite these responses, “The exact mechanism of vibrato rate adjustment 
cannot be inferred from the present data.”46 This data contradicts Mendes et al., Mürbe et al., and 
Mitchell and Kenny’s findings that vibrato rate did not change over several years of study. It is 
possible that the difference in results can be attributed to the length of the studies, as well as the 
fact that Dromey et al. were asking their participants to match pitches and vibrato rates rather 
than singing using their natural vibratos. This study does confirm the concept that some singers 
do have the ability to adapt vibrato rate. 
Jers, a German choral conductor and music acoustics researcher, and Ternström, a music 
acoustics researcher at Kungl Tekniska Högskolan (KTH) in Sweden, investigated the “choral 
effect,” in which a choir that is made up of a “combined sound of many sources that are similar 
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but uncorrelated” can sound like one voice.47 The authors’ goal was to “assess choral intonation 
in detail, and [present] a preliminary analysis of a complete choir recording concerning the 
degree of similarity between singers in intonation and vibrato.”48 To accomplish this, the 
researchers recorded the members of the County Choir of North-Rhine Westfalia in Germany, a 
16-voice amateur mixed-voice choir comprising singers ages 20 to 32. County Choir was a 
SATB choir, with four singers to each vocal part. The majority of choir members did not have a 
background of vocal training. The researchers arranged choir members in a semi-circle by voice 
part, from highest voice to lowest voice, approximately 80 to 100 centimeters apart from one 
another, with everyone facing the conductor. Every member was recorded separately, each 
singing an eight-measure canon by Praetorius, once at performance tempo (half note equals 125) 
and once at the slower tempo (half note equals 80). Each participant’s voice was recorded on its 
own track. 
Jers and Ternström analyzed the fundamental frequencies of specific pitches and vibrato 
heard in the recordings. They found that participants from County Choir were very accurate in 
their intonation of descending notes, whereas ascending notes went sharp. The choir as a whole 
was more precise in its intonation at the slower tempo. Meaningful to this study, vibrato was 
present throughout both recordings, and while not all of the members of the choir sang with a 
noticeable vibrato, those that did exhibited “some degree of synchronization.”49 The researchers 
thought it “very unlikely that singers would be able to consciously synchronize their vibratos,”50 
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so this finding came as a surprise. Jers and Ternström were hesitant to make assumptions about 
this finding without further experimentation.  
While Jers and Ternström addressed intonation along with vibrato in their study 
regarding choral singing, Daffern, a lecturer in Music Technology in the Department of 
Electronics at the University of York in England, focused entirely on the role of vibrato in choral 
blend.51 The participants of Daffern’s study were the members of a newly-formed student SATB 
quartet at the University of York (ages 19 to 21 years old). The ensemble met for a 10-week 
course of study, rehearsing with a coach twice a week as well as multiple times outside of class. 
Standing in a semi-circle in descending voice part order, the participants were recorded as a 
group four times over the course of the 10 weeks in a large rehearsal room. They were recorded 
singing two pieces of their own repertoire and an eight-measure unaccompanied exercise by 
David Howard written with the express purpose of assessing choral tuning. (The reasoning for 
recording the ensemble’s repertoire for their class was not given, as the Howard exercise was 
what Daffern analyzed.) The exercise was recorded at a tempo determined by the participants 
least twice per recording session, but the participants were allowed to ask to record the exercise 
again if they felt it was necessary. The participants were asked their opinion of the takes, “in 
view of their performance and perception of the blend.”52 Daffern extracted recordings of what 
the participants considered to be their best performances of the exercise and analyzed the 
fundamental frequencies of each beat of the excerpt. The recordings from the third session were 
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removed from the study for an unspecified reason beyond being “too poor for accurate 
analysis.”53  
Following data analysis, Daffern reported that the soprano, alto, and tenor members of 
the quartet produced vibrato across the majority of the recordings. However, the bass “produced 
very few tones with a periodic phonation frequency modulation consistent with vibrato,” and 
therefore, the data collected for the bass was not included in the results of the study. In her 
written report of the research, Daffern focused mostly on the last measure of the exercise, which 
consisted of a whole note held by all four singers. She noted that the alto and tenor waited 
approximately one second before introducing vibrato to the tone, following the soprano’s lead 
and vibrato extent increased to the end of sound production. Similar to Dromey et al., Daffern 
also interviewed the participants, asking their opinion on the quality of each recording, and in 
particular, their opinion concerning blend of the ensemble. The singers “often noted vibrato as a 
key factor that they were trying to control” when singing as part of an ensemble, and they felt 
that singing with less vibrato had a positive effect on “tuning and blend.”54 However, performer 
perception was not entirely accurate, as all of the participants believed they used less vibrato in 
their performances over time, while in actuality, only the soprano reduced the use of vibrato over 
the course of the study. Daffern concluded blend is affected by vibrato, in that “the singers 
produced vibrato within tones at similar times, reduced mean vibrato extent over the sessions, 
and, in certain cases, appeared to be synchronizing vibrato production within tones.”55 
Mann’s concerns that students often receive conflicting instruction concerning vibrato 
from private vocal instructors and traditional choral directors led to her 2014 study. She wrote of 
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the difference between the “pedagogical philosophies and practices”56 of voice teachers and 
choir directors concerning vibrato, stating that voice teachers typically want their students to sing 
with vibrato while traditional choral directors would like their choirs to sing with less or no 
vibrato to assist with blend. Because “no study has yet explored the effects of solo and traditional 
choral singing modes on multiple singers’ use of vibrato”57 Mann, a professor of choral music 
education at Belmont University, examined the effects of solo and choral singing on the rate, 
extent, and duration of vibrato, as well as participant perceptions concerning singing as a soloist 
versus as a member of a choir, and potential differences between vocal performance and choral 
music education majors’ performances. Specifically, she asked: 
1. Will vibrato rate, extent, and duration change as these performers move from 
solo to choral singing modes? 
2. Will participants adjust their vibrato rate, extent, and duration when singing in 
two contrasting musical contexts? 
3. Will there be differences between the sung performances according to 
participants’ majors? 
4. What are the singers’ perceptions about what, if any, changes are necessary 
when transitioning between solo and choral modes of singing? 
 
This research is the cornerstone to the current dissertation. 
Mann recruited 15 undergraduate vocal performance majors and 15 undergraduate choral 
music education majors from an unnamed university in the southeastern United States to 
participate in her study. The participants were 19-22 years old, had 1-10 years solo voice study, 
and 4-17 years choral experience. Each of Mann’s participants prepared an excerpt from 
Mozart’s Solemn Vespers (six measures) and an excerpt from John Rutter’s “Thy Perfect Love” 
(24 measures). In both pieces of music selected by Mann, the chosen excerpts are traditionally 
performed by a soprano soloist and again by the sopranos of the full chorus. However, for 
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contrast, the chosen excerpts are from different musical eras and the accompaniments differ, in 
that the Mozart is sung over an orchestra while the Rutter is sung over an organ accompaniment 
and a cappella. The participants received the printed music and recordings of professional 
performances of each excerpt one week prior to data collection. To aid in participants’ 
preparation, a short introduction prefaced each excerpt to establish tempo and provide cues for 
the initial entrances. For data collection, Mann audio recorded participants singing the excerpts 
in random order so as not to skew the results. The participants heard the recordings through 
headphones and were instructed to sing with one ear uncovered so they could hear themselves 
sing. 
During data analysis, Mann extracted seven longer pitches from each excerpt, measured 
the vibrato rate, extent, and duration of each pitch, and grouped the results into four categories: 
solo, choral, Mozart, and Rutter. Through comparison of the four categories, she found that 
participants’ vibrato rates were higher, extents were wider, and durations were longer in solo 
singing than in choral singing. Additionally, the participants’ vibrato rates were higher, extents 
were wider, and durations were longer on the Mozart excerpts in both solo and choral singing 
than on the Rutter excerpts, which could possibly be explained by the fact that “the Mozart 
recordings were accompanied by orchestra in both modes, while the Rutter recordings used 
organ for the solo mode but were unaccompanied for the choral mode.”58 The participants might 
have instinctually sung with more vibrato on the Mozart excerpts due to the larger role of the 
accompaniment (orchestra versus organ/a cappella). 
Mann did not inform the participants that she was specifically studying vibrato, so her 
follow-up questions to the participants were purposefully vague in their wordings. Following the 
 





recordings, each participant was given a questionnaire regarding the differing vocal techniques 
they used as soloist and as choir member, including questions such as “Do you feel there are any 
vocal adjustments to be made between singing as a soloist and singing as a member of a choral 
ensemble, and if yes, please describe.”59 The results of the short answer responses were 
categorized by keyword and analyzed for frequency of use. 25 of the 30 participants wrote that 
they “actively adjusted their vocal technique,”60 with the large concepts of blend, volume, and 
vibrato being the most cited adjustments made, but Mann also writes that the participants “often 
had difficulty identifying a specific vocal technique that accounted for that change.”61 She noted 
that participant perception was not entirely accurate, as 17 of the 30 participants “stated that they 
did not actively adjust their technique”62 between the Mozart and Rutter excerpts, yet as stated 
above, there were differences in vibrato rate, extent, and duration between the two. 
After analyzing participant questionnaires and seeing their lack of ability to verbalize 
vocal technique changes as well as the misperception of changes between pieces, Mann 
concluded that, “Pedagogues, both choral and applied voice, may consider encouraging students 
to articulate their technique with suitable vocabulary, which may serve to decrease the 
confusion”63 between singing as a soloist and as a member of a choir, which affirms what Nix 
reported in 2013 (article cited in the introduction) concerning vibrato instruction: that while the 
surveyed singers felt they were being asked to adapt their vibratos by voice instructors and 
choral directors, the singers did not feel they were being given the instruction to do so. It is this 
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concept – the articulation of technique as a pedagogical tool – that makes this study so important 
to my current research. 
It should be noted that there is a contradiction between the literature concerning solo 
vibrato and the literature concerning choral vibrato. The solo vibrato studies all affirmed that, at 
the very least, vibrato rate tends to be a constant across years of vocal study. Meanwhile, the 
choral studies discussed above refer to the singer’s ability to adapt within the ensemble. I believe 
the inherent aspects of each form of singing contribute to the differences in results: the soloist 
wants to stand out while the chorus member wants to blend in. 
Perception of Vibrato and Straight Tone 
As indicated previously in the Mann and Daffern studies, participants’ perception of 
vibrato was not always accurate. The following articles address the topic of auditory perception 
of vibrato by both singers and listeners. Reddy and Subramanian specifically investigated 
listener (singer and nonsinger) perception of vibrato.64 The authors suspected that vibrato is an 
aesthetic quality of music and effects the listener’s opinion of a singer. They also wrote that 
“Listeners develop their perceptual abilities without effort,”65 meaning untrained listeners can 
discriminate between performers and trained listeners are consistent in their judgement of vocal 
quality. Combining these two concepts, Reddy and Subramanian’s purpose was to investigate 
whether there is a difference in listener perception of vibrato between professional singers and 
those without singing experience but who are avid music listeners, who will subsequently be 
referred to as nonsingers. They had two hypotheses: that judgments between the two groups 
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would be the same, and that vibrato would have less of an effect on the nonsinger judges’ 
determination of overall performances than the singer judges. 
The authors recorded 10 singers performing the chorus of “How Great Thou Art.” The 
singers were all professional singers with at least five years performing experience. It was not 
indicated whether the singers were primarily classical or contemporary singers, although it was 
noted that they had all sung contemporary music. The gender of singers was equally split, five 
female and five male. Additionally, they were equally split in terms of their training background; 
while they were all professional musicians, five had no musical training, and five had at least 
three years of training. The singers were instructed to sing the excerpt a cappella in a 
comfortable range and dynamic level and were given no instruction regarding use of vibrato. The 
judges were equally split as well, 3 singers (each had at least 20 years of experience as singers 
and pedagogues) and 3 nonsingers (each had at least 20 years of experience listening to music on 
a regular daily basis). 
Reddy and Subramanian created one rating scale to be used by all of the judges that 
requested perceptions of the following criteria: presence of vibrato, rate, extent, conspicuousness 
of vibrato, quality (pleasantness) of vibrato, periodicity (stability of vibrato), type of vibrato (free 
or forced), and finally, overall performance. It was not noted whether the judges all listened to 
the samples at the same time in the same room. The samples were randomized and played over 
speakers. The only difference in instructions to the two groups of judges was that the nonsinger 
group was given an explanation of the terms used on the rating scale. 
Ratings of nonsinger judges varied across all eight categories, with the only 100% 
agreement between two judges concerning extent. Singer judges showed only slightly higher 





the seven vibrato attributes did not seem to affect their opinions of the singers’ overall 
performances with 70% of the performances rated as “good,” 20% as “fair,” and 10% as “very 
good,” while the singer judges rated the performances more harshly, with 44.5 rated as “good,” 
44.4% as “fair,” and 11.1 rated as “very good.”66 The two groups of judges were generally 
agreed concerning “very good” performances, but beyond that, the nonsinger judges were more 
likely to rate performances higher than the singer judges. However, Reddy and Subramanian 
conceded that it is possible the overall performance ratings were affected by other aspects of the 
recorded singers’ voices, such as tone and breath support. Therefore, the authors’ first hypothesis 
(no difference between singer judges and nonsinger judges concerning judgment of vibrato) was 
proven incorrect and the second hypothesis (singer judges would allow perception of vibrato to 
influence their judgements of overall performance more than nonsinger judges) was generally 
correct, in that the singer judges were more likely to rate overall performances as “fair” than 
their nonsinger counterparts. Reddy and Subramanian concluded their article by stating, 
“Perception differs from person to person.”67 
Similar to Reddy and Subramanian’s work, Moorcroft and Kenny compared performer 
and listener perception of several vocal qualities pre- and post- vocal warm-up.68 While this 
study did not pertain only to the aspects of vibrato, vibrato plays an important role in the authors’ 
findings. Moorcroft and Kenny sought to address the following: 
1. How do singers perceive the effectiveness of vocal warm-up? 
2. Do experienced listeners perceive a significant pre-to-post warm-up change in 
tone quality? 
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3. Can experienced listeners reliably distinguish the warmed-up from the 
unwarmed-up singing voice when paired vocal samples of the same singer are 
presented?69 
 
The singer participants were all female students studying vocal performance. The average 
age for the singers was 24.6 and their average amount of vocal training was 8.8 years.70 They 
were asked to learn an eight-measure excerpt from the Aria (Cantilena) from Bachianas 
Brazileiras by Heitor Villa-Lobos and come to the recording session without warming up. The 
singers sang once through the excerpt with headphones on to test levels and feel comfortable 
with the recording process. Next, they were recorded singing the excerpt, after which they 
assessed 18 qualities of their own performance on a scale of 1 to 10. Included in the self-
assessment were six questions concerning tone color, six concerning “singer psychological 
disposition and psychophysiological factors,” and six concerning “singer technical judgements 
and proprioceptive feedback.”71 At this point, the singers were taken through a prescribed 25-
minute warm-up from mid to high range. Moorcroft and Kenny did not indicate whether the 
singer participants were classified as sopranos or mezzo-sopranos but did note that “all singers 
had vocalized over a range considered viable for both soprano and mezzo-soprano [collegiate] 
singing students.”72 At this point, the singer participants were asked to record the excerpt again 
as close to the dynamics they sang it the first time. Again, they completed the 18-quality self-
assessment after singing. 
The recordings were then played for listener participants. There were six listeners, all of 
whom were collegiate voice instructors and experienced in vocal adjudication. The recordings 
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were deliberately paired such that the listeners heard both recordings by a single singer together, 
but the order in which they were played was randomized. The listener participants were asked to 
rate the recordings using the same six qualities concerning tone color previously rated by the 
singers. 
Overall, the singers and listeners agreed that improvement was made post-warm-up; 
however, “neither singers nor listeners consistently agreed on which individual qualities 
improved.”73 Specific vibrato information concerning rate, extent, and consistency were not 
included in this article, so it is unclear what Moorcroft and Kenny meant when they wrote that 
“the vibrato rate of all singers display[ed] a consistent pattern of improvement after the warm-
up.”74 The authors did discuss the specific vibrato of three singer participants, singers 4, 5, and 
10. The three of them received the lowest scores overall for their pre-warm-up recordings and 
showed significant pre- to post-warm-up improvement in scores from the listener participants. 
Singer 4 had the fastest rate of vibrato prior to warming up, which slowed post-warm-up. 
However, she indicated she felt very little vibrato improvement after warming up. Singer 5 had 
“the most uneven preintervention vibrato rate”75 and the most vibrato rate consistency 
improvement post-warm-up. Singer 10 had the slowest rate of vibrato prior to warming up, 
which increased post-warm-up. The listener participants noted no significant tone quality 
changes pre- to post-warm-up from the rest of the singers, all of whom “possessed less extreme 
vibrato rates.”76 It is of interest to note that the authors believed that “the way listeners determine 
whether the singer is warmed up is based at least in part on vibrato quality and that a moderate 
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vibrato rate is an important indicator of a warmed-up voice.”77 Moorcroft and Kenny also wrote 
that their study “reveals a divide between listeners’ and singers’ perceptions of the warmed-up 
voice,”78 noting that the singer knows her voice more intimately than a listener would. I would 
suggest that part of this divide would be the fact that the singers self-rated from memory, and the 
listeners had the benefit of listening rather than sensing from memory. 
Lastly, and possibly most pertinent to the current study, Wooding and Nix (as touched on 
in the introduction) studied the perception of straight tone.79 They state that “no matter how 
‘straight’ a tone a singer might be asked to perform or wish to sing, slight fluctuations in 
fundamental frequency, intensity, and timbre occur,”80 and that vibrato rate and extent affect 
listener perception of straight tone. The three objectives of Wooding and Nix’s study were as 
follows: 
1. To determine if there is a threshold for the perception of non-vibrato tone with 
regard to vibrato extent; 
2. To determine if the vibrato rate, given a similar vibrato extent, affect the 
perceptual threshold of non-vibrato tone; 
3. To determine if there are differences in the perceptual threshold of non-vibrato 
tone across the different professions of the research subjects.81 
 
They hypothesized that vibrato extent, specifically a narrow extent, would have an effect on the 
perception of straight tone; that vibrato rate would not have a significant effect on the perception 
of straight tone; and that “Choral directors will perceive a tone as non-vibrato at a lower 
threshold (a more narrow extent) than college and private singing teachers.”82 
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Wooding and Nix collected data from 131 participants. Of the 131, 35 were collegiate 
voice students, 15 were professional and semi-professional singers from all genres, 25 were 
collegiate and private voice teachers, 30 were high school and collegiate choral directors, and 26 
were speech pathologists. While gender and age of the participants were collected by the authors, 
the specific breakdown of that information was not included in the article. The participants had 
to be at least 18 years of age and either training to become or already a voice professional.  
Wooding and Nix sent the participants 40 recordings of soprano voices singing an [ɑ] 
vowel. These recordings were collected for a different study Nix was a part of and comprised 
collegiate voice majors between 18 and 30 years old. The participants were allowed to listen to 
the samples as many times as they chose before determining whether the tone was vibrato or 
non-vibrato. Of the 131 participants, only 71 completed rating all 40 recordings, which was a 
54.2% completion rate. The authors cited several possible reasons for the decline in response, 
including the length of time it took to complete the survey and the fact that some participants 
noted technical difficulties in accessing the sound files. Regardless, Wooding and Nix asserted 
that a sample size of 71 was more than adequate for their purposes. 
The authors found that samples with slower vibrato rates or narrower vibrato extents 
were perceived as straight tone. But they also found that listeners seemed to have a “sliding 
scale”, in that samples with a slow vibrato rate and a wide vibrato extent were still perceived as 
straight tone, while the inverse was not the case, as samples with a fast vibrato rate and a narrow 
extent were perceived as having vibrato. Wooding and Nix interpreted this occurrence to mean 
that vibrato rate has more of an effect on the perception of straight tone than does vibrato extent, 
which negates their first and second hypotheses. As for their belief that choral directors would 





incorrect as well, as “No significant differences were found in the perceptual threshold of non-
vibrato tone across the different professions of the research subjects.”83  
Perception of vibrato is a challenging concept and one on which the current study hinges. 
Vocal jazz artists, from soloists and ensemble members to performers and instructors, assert that 
vibrato in the art form is used in a very specific manner, i.e., very little vibrato usage except at 
the ends of phrases, more vibrato in solo singing than in choral singing, and more vibrato at 
slower tempos. However, the reviewed research indicates that perception of vibrato is not always 
accurate. The current study is therefore necessary in the field of jazz research, so as to validate 
professional opinion with fact. 
Research within this review of the literature implies that vibrato is somewhat malleable 
and controllable, and possibly more so with vocal training. In the solo setting, training does not 
seem to have much effect on students’ vibrato rates unless the student has what is considered a 
problematic vibrato, i.e., too fast, too slow, or inconsistent. The research also indicates that one’s 
vibrato extent and duration are more malleable than one’s vibrato rate. In the choral setting, 
singers tend to unconsciously adapt their vibratos for the sake of choral blend and tuning. 
Vibrato stylistically differs in some ways between classical and jazz singing, in that vibrato 
extent is wider and vibrato duration is longer in classical singing than in jazz singing. Straight 
tone perception is mostly influenced by the speed of vibrato rate, with slower vibrato rates 
perceived as straight tone. Further, and contributing to the intricacy of vibrato, performer and 
listener perceptions of vibrato and straight tone vary between and among performers, as well as 
between and among listeners.  
 





CHAPTER 3: METHODOLOGY 
Procedures for the current study were based on research by Mann, discussed in the 
review of literature.84 I based my study on hers to determine whether vibrato rate, extent, and 
duration of the vocal jazz soloist differs from that of the vocal jazz ensemble member. Prior to 
analyzing my own data, a power analysis was calculated for the Mann study results to determine 
the numbers of participants needed in my study to obtain reliable results. Mann quantified the 
effect of singing mode (solo versus choral) on vibrato rate, extent and duration reporting effect 
sizes of 0.14, 0.38, and 0.51, respectively. With a sample size of 30 participants, the differences 
observed by Mann can be detected with a power of 80% for the vibrato extent and duration. 
Regarding the vibrato rate, the effect size is too small to be detected with a manageable sample 
size. Therefore, I also used a sample size of 30 participants, but rather than draw from one 
school, the current participants were from six schools.  
Subjects 
Following University of Illinois Institutional Review Board approval (see Appendices A 
& B), I contacted the vocal jazz faculty at universities across the United States via email and 
vocal jazz forums on Facebook to solicit participants. Participants from a total of six schools 
took part in my research, each asked to participate because they have a faculty-led vocal jazz 
ensemble. Two of the schools were two-year community colleges, the other four were four-year 
universities. Five of the six schools also offer a degree in vocal jazz or other non-traditional 
music degrees. In my contact with the schools, I explained details of the study and provided a 
flyer (see Appendix C) to the faculty that they could share with their students. Some faculty gave 







together, so we could communicate directly. A total of 30 participants agreed to take part in my 
study.  
The participants were all female undergraduates who were enrolled in a vocal jazz 
ensemble at their institution. Nix, Perna, James, and Allen found that female voices produce a 
faster vibrato rate than male voices,85 and many of the studies included in my Review of 
Literature primarily examined female vibrato; therefore, including males in this study could have 
had an adverse effect on the results. Undergraduates were asked to participate so that the 
participants were of a similar age and experience level. However, the participants ranged in age 
from 18 to 62, for an average of 21.267 years old. The 62-year-old participant, an undergraduate 
student, was an outlier, as the next oldest participant was 27. If the oldest participant was 
removed, the average age of the participants is 19.862. Of the 30 participants, 21 were music 
majors. Six of the music majors were vocal jazz majors. 18 of the participants were currently 
taking private jazz voice lessons. The number of years the participants took private jazz voice 
lessons ranged from zero to eight, for an average of 2.532 years. Many of the participants had 
taken voice lessons that were not jazz-focused, but those numbers were not gathered. The 
participants had more experience singing in a vocal jazz ensemble than taking jazz voice lessons, 
ranging from ¼ year to 8 years, for an average of 5.016 years. Details of the characteristics of the 
participants are listed in Table 1 (see Appendix L). 
Musical Excerpts 
The musical excerpts used in data collection came from two pieces of vocal jazz 
ensemble repertoire. The ballad excerpts (one solo excerpt and one ensemble excerpt) are from 
 
85 John Nix et al., “Vibrato Rate and Extent in College Music Majors: A Multicenter 






“I Will,” by Paul McCartney, arranged by Jeremy Fox;86 the medium-tempo swing excerpts (one 
solo excerpt and one ensemble excerpt) are from “I Can’t Believe that You’re in Love with Me,” 
by Clarence Gaskill and Jimmy McHugh, arranged by Darmon Meader87 (see Appendices D, E, 
F, G). The ballad excerpts were recorded at 80bpm, and the swing excerpts were recorded at 
144bpm, both of which were the tempos indicated in the original scores. These pieces were 
chosen because they are both accompanied by piano, are similar in vocal range, and include solo 
and ensemble sections. 
I adapted the Meader arrangement in several ways to accommodate singers. The original 
arrangement is in the key of E flat major. I moved it up a whole step to F major. The solo excerpt 
originally consisted of a male and a female voice taking turns singing each phrase, ending with 
them singing in unison octaves. I moved the male sections up an octave and changed two notes 
to allow the entire solo section to be sung by the female participants. At measure 28 in the 
original score (see “I Can’t Believe that You’re in Love with Me” original solo in Appendix H) 
the male soloist leaps a major 6th down to F3 on the word “you.” I changed that leap to a perfect 
4th down, which in the new key becomes B3. I made this change because not all the participants 
would be comfortable singing a G3. Also, at measure 34 in the original score, the male soloist 
leaps up a major 6th to C4. I changed that leap to a minor 3rd down, which in the new key 
becomes D4. This change was intended to make the transition smoother to the next phrase; if it 
had been kept the same, the participants would have had to jump an octave and a fourth to the 
start of the final phrase. No changes were made to either excerpt from “I Will.”  
 
86 Paul McCartney, “I Will,” arranged by Jeremy Fox, (http://www.jeremyfox.net/, 2015). 
87 Clarence Gaskill and Jimmy McHugh, “I Can’t Believe that You’re in Love with Me,” 





I chose specific notes within each excerpt and extracted them in separate audio files to be 
analyzed by Dr. Pasquale Bottalico, an Assistant Professor in the Department of Speech and 
Hearing Science at the University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign, and member of my project 
committee. There were ten extracted notes for the ensemble excerpt of “I Can’t Believe that 
You’re in Love with Me” (see Appendix F): “always,” “me” (first time), “na-“ (of the word 
“naïve”), “-lieve” (of the word “believe”), “me” (second time), “so,” “done,” “who’d,” “ones,” 
and “me” (third time) and nine for the solo excerpt of the same song (see Appendix G): “-bove” 
(of the word “above”), “me” (first time), “me” (second time), “done,” “I,” “one,” “-lieve” (of the 
word “believe”), and “love.” There were seven extracted notes for the ensemble excerpt of “I 
Will” (see Appendix D): “-ev-” (of the word “forever”), “and,” “all,” “heart,” “-ev-” (of the word 
“whenever”), “we’re,” and “-ther” (of the word “together”) and eight for the solo excerpt of the 
same song (see Appendix E): “knows,” “you,” “know,” “still,” “wait,” “-time” (of the word 
“lifetime), “want,” and “will,” These notes were chosen based on their duration; the note values 
for the extracted words in “I Can’t Believe that You’re in Love with Me” are at least a dotted 
quarter note, and the note values for the extracted words in “I Will” are at least a quarter note. 
I created Sibelius files for each excerpt, which included a neutral instrument on the voice 
parts, so as to make it clear to the participants what they were expected to sing, and the piano 
accompaniment. I then exported MIDI files for each excerpt from Sibelius to GarageBand, 
creating an AIFF file of each excerpt on my personal computer. I recorded non-participant 
volunteers singing the alto, tenor, and bass parts with the AIFF files as background 
accompaniment, recording directly into GarageBand. I did not prerecord the soprano parts of the 
chorus excerpts because that is what the participants sang for the study, and I did not want them 






The excerpts and recorded tracks were emailed to the vocal jazz faculty at each school 
and distributed to participants at least one week prior to recording. I traveled to four of the 
schools for two to three days for the recording process during the fall of 2019 and recorded the 
participants from the other two schools at the Jazz Education Network Conference in New 
Orleans, Louisiana in January of 2020. Participants’ instructors scheduled them for 30-minute 
sessions with me in advance of my arrival to town. I recorded the participants using a Blue Yeti 
USB microphone into GarageBand while wearing OneOdio Studio DJ headphones supplied by 
me. The Blue Yeti USB microphone on the cardioid setting was used to record the participants 
because it is a quality USB microphone. Cardioid microphones are unidirectional, meaning they 
are not likely to pick up extraneous sound. The headphones were chosen due to good reviews on 
Amazon.com. 
At each session, prior to recording, I had the participants read and sign the consent form 
(see Appendix I) and explained to them the concepts of vibrato extent, rate, and duration. They 
first recorded several phrases of an a cappella song of their choice in any style to provide a 
baseline of their typical vibratos. They then had the opportunity to practice the excerpts with me 
if they chose, and they were recorded singing each provided excerpt twice in a random order. 
Immediately following the recording of each excerpt, the participants filled out a paper 
questionnaire (see Appendix J) concerning vocal fatigue and vibrato rate, extent, and duration. 
Vocal fatigue was rated on a Borg Rating of Perceived Exertion (RPE) scale.88 The participants 
 
88 CDC, “Perceived Exertion (Borg Rating of Perceived Exertion Scale),” Physical 







were instructed to compare their typical vibrato (as in how they sang their a cappella baseline 
selections) with how they sang each of the excerpts on a Visual Analogue Scale, rating extent, 
rate, and duration as “Extremely Low”, “Typical”, or “Extremely High”. Following performance 
of the last excerpt and corresponding questions, participants were provided the opportunity to 
share written personal insight on vocal jazz vibrato (see Appendix K). 
Voice Analysis 
The following Voice Analysis and Statistical Analysis sections were written by Dr. 
Bottalico. They are included with his permission. The analysis of the voice samples was 
implemented on MATLAB R2017a, linked with a Praat 6.1.03 subroutine, which recognizes and 
develops temporary spectrograms for each audio file. The formulae implemented on the code for 
vibrato rate and extension are defined as follows. Vibrato is defined as a periodic modulation of 
the fundamental frequency. Thus, we attempt to calculate rate and extent employing a set of 
mean summations. The time limits were defined previous to analysis, i.e., voice tracks were 
arranged and bounded earlier on the project. Vibrato rate is associated with the number of 
oscillations per second of the fundamental frequency, and it is evaluated using the reciprocal of 










𝑖=1          (1) 
where 𝑖 is the cycle identifier, N is the 𝑓0 maxima identifier and 𝑡𝑓0𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑖  is the time instant of the 
𝑖th cycle of 𝑓0 maximum. 
Extent is the difference between a maximum and a minimum of the fundamental 
frequency, in the same cycle. Equation 2 corresponds to the mean difference among all the 










𝑖 )𝑁𝑖=1   (2) 
where 𝑓0𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑖 − 𝑓0𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝑖  is the difference between maximum and minimum of fundamental 
frequency on each cycle.  
In order to compare results among subjects, the measurements in Hertz were converted in 
cents, by means of: 






Statistical analysis was conducted using R version 3.1.2. Linear mixed models (LMEs) fit 
by restricted maximum likelihood (REML) were built using lme4 and lmerTest. Nested models 
were compared on the basis of the Akaike information criterion and likelihood ratio tests. 
Random effect terms were chosen on the basis of variance explained.  
The model output included estimates of fixed effects coefficients, standard error 
associated with the estimate, degrees of freedom, df, the test statistic, t and the p value. The 
Satterthwaite method was used to approximate degrees of freedom and calculate p values. 
Limitations 
There were limitations and innate aspects of this study that could have impacted the 
results. While the excerpts and instructions were sent in a timely manner to the participating 
school’s vocal jazz instructors, ultimately the preparation fell to the participants themselves. 
Several participants were not fully prepared to sing the four excerpts, and recording time was 
used to teach the excerpts to the participants. Many felt nervous due to this, and it is possible this 





instances was used in instruction, participants might have felt rushed to record and to fill out the 
questionnaires, possibly skewing the data. 
Facets that were beyond my control concerned the demographics of the participants and 
their schools. While one of the requirements to participate in the study was that the participants 
must currently be singing in a vocal jazz ensemble at their school, not every school offered a 
vocal jazz degree or jazz voice lessons. It is possible that the participants’ levels of jazz 
experience affected how much control and knowledge of vibrato they had; however, no 
relationship between experience and vibrato was found in this study. 
Each instructor prepared their students for my study in different ways. Some gave the 
students the excerpts and expected them to prepare them on their own, while others taught the 
excerpts to the students during ensemble rehearsal. Also, some of the participants knew one or 
both of the pieces the excerpts came from, either from performing them in the past or from 
familiarization as a listener. All of these could have affected the way the participants sang the 
excerpts. 
I chose the excerpts based on a singing range that would be accessible to the majority of 
female voices. In the case of the swing excerpts, I lowered the key of the arrangement several 
steps to facilitate this need. The swing chorus excerpt range was D4-D5; the swing solo excerpt 
range was A3-C5; the ballad chorus excerpt range was C4-D5; and the ballad solo excerpt range 
was B3-C5. However, it is impossible to avoid a “one size doesn’t fit all” situation, and several 
of the participants remarked that they were not sopranos, even though the ranges should have 
suited altos and sopranos. Further study is warranted concerning the effect of pitch on vibrato. 
Lastly, it is possible that the pre-recorded alto, tenor, and bass affected the vibrato of the 





bass volunteers for recording. As mentioned above in the review of literature, Daffern found that 
the alto and tenor in the quartet she studied adapted their vibratos to that of the soprano to aid in 
tuning and blend. It is possible the tenor and bass volunteers adapted their vibratos when 
recording, and the participants then followed in turn. Considering that the participants did not 
have the pre-recorded alto, tenor, and bass to practice with, but merely the accompaniments and 
a neutral MIDI voice, it is uncertain whether the participants would have been able to adapt their 
vibratos in the moment. Daffern’s quartet of participants had been singing together for a 
semester, so they knew how each other sang, and how they sounded together, while my study 






CHAPTER 4: RESULTS 
The Voice Acoustic Results and Perceptual Results sections were originally written by 
Dr. Bottalico, and he discussed them with me at length. As the writing is concise and in no need 
of expansion, it is included here with his permission. 
Voice Acoustic Results  
The three acoustic parameters associated to the vibrato were: (1) extent, (2) rate and (3) 
duration. For each of these parameters a linear mixed effect model was fitted with the response 
variable with the two binary factors (1) Solo vs Chorus and (2) Swing vs Ballad. The interaction 
between the two factors was also included in the models, as well as subject as a random effect 
term. The reference levels were: Chorus for the Solo_Chorus factor, and Ballad for the 
Swing_Ballad factor. The output of the model is reported in Table 2 (See Appendix M). 
As shown in Figure 1, when singing a ballad, singers showed a higher vibrato extent in the Solo 
condition (14.5 cents on average), while it did not change when singing a swing tune. As shown 
in Figure 2, when singing a ballad, singers showed a higher vibrato rate in both conditions (1.2 
cents on average), but no difference was detected between singing solo and singing in a chorus. 
Meanwhile vibrato rate did not change significantly when singing a swing tune. As shown in 
Figure 3, when singing a ballad, singers showed a higher vibrato duration in both conditions 
(0.34 seconds on average), but no statistically significant difference was detected between 






Figure 1. Mean and standard error of the measured vibrato extent in the four conditions: Solo vs Chorus and Swing vs 
Ballad 
 
Figure 2. Mean and standard error of the measured vibrato rate in the four conditions: Solo vs Chorus and Swing vs 
Ballad 
 








The three perceptual parameters associated to the vibrato were: (1) extent, (2) rate and (3) 
duration. As mentioned before, the participants rated these parameters on a Visual Analogue 
Scale. For each of these parameters a linear mixed effect model was fitted with the response 
variable of two binary factors (1) Solo vs Chorus and (2) Swing vs Ballad. The interaction 
between the two factors was also included in the models, as well as subject as a random effect 
term. The reference levels were: Chorus for the Solo_Chorus factor, and Ballad for the 
Swing_Ballad factor. The output of the model is reported in Table 3 (See Appendix N). 
As shown in Figure 4, singers perceived their vibrato extent as higher in the solo 
condition (17% on average), while it did not change when singing swing or ballad. As shown in 
Figure 5, singers perceived their vibrato rate as higher in the solo condition (18% on average), 
and this difference was stronger while singing the ballad song. Similar results were reported for 
the vibrato duration. Singers perceived their vibrato duration as longer in the solo condition 
(20% on average), and this difference was stronger while singing the ballad song, as shown in 
Figure 6. 
 












Figure 6. Mean and standard error of the perceived vibrato duration in the four conditions: Solo vs Chorus and Swing 
vs Ballad.  
 
Mean Vibrato Extent and Rate 
The mean vibrato extents of the current study were: 33.79 cents for the ballad chorus, 
48.81 cents for the ballad solo, 38.13 cents for the swing chorus, and 34.25 cents for the swing 
solo. Manfredi et al. determined a mean vibrato extent of 52.89 cents, +/-16.71 cents for female 
jazz singers.89 Mann found that the mean vibrato extents of the participants in her study were as 
 





follows: 225.6 cents, +/-63.1 cents for the solo excerpts and 202.7 cents, +/-50.9 cents for the 
chorus excerpts.90 These results are much higher than what Manfredi et al. found for female 
classical singers (145.43 cents, +/-51.57 cents). 
The mean vibrato rates of the current study were: 7.63 Hz for the ballad chorus, 7.78 Hz 
for the ballad solo, 6.36 Hz for the swing chorus, and 7.01 Hz for the swing solo. Manfredi et al. 
determined a mean vibrato rate of 6.16 Hz, +/-0.71 Hz for female jazz singers. 91 Mann found 
that the mean vibrato rates of the participants in her study were as follows: 5.4 Hz, +/-0.5 Hz for 
the solo excerpts and 5.1 Hz, +/-0.9 Hz for the chorus excerpts. These results are within the 
threshold of what Manfredi et al. found for female classical singers (5.82 Hz, +/-0.76 Hz).  
  
 
90 Mann, 31. 





CHAPTER 5: DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
I chose to research vocal jazz vibrato because while there exist common perceptions by 
jazz musicians and educators of how vibrato and straight tone are utilized in vocal jazz, in my 
experience, these concepts are not being thoroughly addressed in the classroom. Therefore, the 
purpose of this study was to explore the effect of rate, extent, and duration of vibrato on vocal 
jazz singing, as well as performer perception. This research represents a first step in creating a 
dialogue between jazz educators and students concerning the use and production of vibrato in the 
vocal jazz setting. 
Vibrato Extent, Rate, and Duration 
As a reminder, vibrato extent is defined as a fluctuation of pitch, specifically extending 
above and below the target pitch. In the current study, overall vibrato extent in solo jazz singing 
was found to be wider than that in overall choral jazz singing. Additionally, the vibrato extent in 
solo singing on the ballad excerpt was wider than that of the swing excerpt. This result supports 
Mann’s findings, who determined that vibrato extent was wider when singing solo versus singing 
as a member of a chorus as well as when singing with an orchestra versus singing a cappella.  
In the current study, the mean vibrato extents were found to be just under the lower 
threshold of female jazz singers determined by Manfredi et al. for the ballad chorus and the 
swing solo and just above the lower threshold for the swing chorus and the ballad solo.92 When 
comparing the mean vibrato extents in the current study to those found in the Manfredi et al. 
study, it is possible that the mean vibrato extents of the current study are lower than those found 
by Manfredi et al. because of a difference in age of the participants, as the Manfredi et al. female 
participants ranged in age from 21 to 32, which, besides the outlier 62-year-old, is a higher age 
 





range than in the current study, with a range of 18 to 27. Also, the Manfredi et al. participants 
were professional singers with potentially more experience than the participants of the current 
study. It is interesting to note that the ballad solo mean vibrato extent was the widest of the four, 
which supports the concept that jazz singers utilize more vibrato on solos and slower tempos. 
The mean vibrato extents in the Mann study were far wider than those in the current study, which 
could be possibly be interpreted to mean the participants in the current study sang with what 
could be considered a straight tone when taking Wooding and Nix’s findings into account. 
Vibrato rate pertains to how fast the pitch fluctuates. The results of this study show that 
while there was an increase in vibrato rate from chorus jazz singing to solo jazz singing on the 
swing excerpts, it was not statistically significant. What was significant was the fact that the 
vibrato rate was consistently faster for the ballad excerpts versus the swing excerpts in both solo 
and chorus settings. Conversely, Mann found that vibrato rate was faster when singing solo 
versus singing as a member of a chorus. Given that Wooding and Nix found that slower vibrato 
rates are more likely to be perceived as straight tone singing, it could be said that in this case, the 
participants sang with a more noticeable vibrato on the ballad excerpts in both the solo and 
chorus modes than on the swing excerpts. Therefore, it is implied that a ballad can be perceived 
to have “more vibrato,” to use the vernacular, than a song with a faster tempo, such as a medium-
tempo swing. Dromey’s findings that singers have the ability to match vibrato rates at either 
extreme could be pertinent here, as it is possible the participants in this study were either 
consciously or unconsciously trying to match the vibratos of the alto, tenor, and bass in the 
chorus excerpts. And while Jers and Ternström’s study about choral blend was not specific to 





considered relevant to the current study in that they determined chorus members synchronized 
their vibratos.  
In the current study, the mean vibrato rates were found to be over the higher threshold 
determined by Manfredi et al. for three of the four excerpts: ballad chorus, ballad solo, and swing 
solo. The swing chorus was within the higher range of female jazz vibrato at 6.36 Hz. As noted 
above in the comparison of mean vibrato extents between the current study and the Manfredi et 
al. study, the differences between the mean vibrato rates in two studies could be explained by age 
and experience levels of the participants. The mean vibrato rates in the Mann study were faster 
than those in the current study, but not inordinately so. 
Lastly, the duration of vibrato was longer in both iterations of the ballad than in the swing 
samples. Duration was shorter in the solo samples of both the ballad and swing excerpts, but not 
significantly so. This counters the Mann findings, which could be due to variances of the length 
of held notes in the samples, as Mann used the same Rutter and Mozart excerpts for both the solo 
and chorus recordings, while I used four different excerpts from two pieces of music. Mann was 
comparing the exact same held notes from solo to choral singing, while the held notes analyzed 
in this study varied from solo jazz to choral jazz setting, which can be seen in Appendices D, E, 
F, and G. 
As for the assertions of the vocal jazz instructors cited in the introduction of this paper, 
the findings of this study validate their belief that the use of vibrato in vocal jazz differs from 
that of their classical counterparts. None of those cited before were specific in their published 
commentary regarding vibrato extent, rate, or duration. Rather, they merely stated that vocal jazz 
artists sing with straight tone except at the ends of phrases and sing with more vibrato on solos 





Performer Perception of Vibrato 
As mentioned in the review of literature, aural perception of one’s own vibrato is 
subjective. However, several themes emerged when analyzing data collected on the 
questionnaires with regard to participants’ perceptions of their own vibrato. The participants of 
this study indicated that they perceived their vibrato extents to be wider, vibrato rates to be 
faster, and vibrato durations to be longer in the solo excerpts than in their typical use of vibrato. 
The participants also thought they were using more vibrato in the solo excerpts than the chorus 
excerpts (again, wider extents, faster rates, and longer durations). Participants perceived no 
difference in vibrato extent between the ballad and swing excerpts. The above findings are not 
surprising, given the shared beliefs of vocal jazz artists and educators stated in the introduction 
of this study. Specifically, vibrato is considered a stylistic choice rather than a constant in solo 
jazz singing, and vocal jazz ensembles utilize very little vibrato throughout pieces of music to 
maintain pitch accuracy and tuning on complex chords.  
The participants indicated that they perceived their vibrato rates during swing excerpts to 
be faster than vibrato rates of ballad excerpts in the chorus mode. The participants also indicated 
that they perceived the duration of vibrato on the solo ballad excerpts to be longer than that of 
the solo swing excerpts, which goes along with the common belief that jazz vocalists incorporate 
vibrato on held notes, which are more frequent in ballads than in faster tempo songs. 
Vibrato Reality Versus Perception 
Comparison of the actual extent, rate, and duration of each participant’s vibrato to their 
individual perceptions of these vibrato characteristics showed a general lack of discernment on 
the part of the participants. This supports the findings of Reddy and Subramanian, and Moorcroft 





Participants’ perceptions of vibrato extent matched actuality on the ballad excerpts, as the extent 
was wider when singing the solo than when singing as a member of a chorus. However, the 
participants’ perception that extent was wider on the solo swing excerpt than the chorus swing 
excerpt was incorrect, as in actuality the extent was narrower on the chorus swing excerpt. It is 
possible the singers’ perceptions were such because jazz singers typically sing with more straight 
tone as a member of an ensemble than as a soloist, so the participants perceived it as such. 
Participants’ perceptions of vibrato rate matched reality, as the mean rate was faster in the solo 
swing and ballad excerpts than the chorus excerpts. But participants’ perceptions of that 
difference were not as fast in actuality.  
The biggest difference in perception versus fact concerned duration. The participants’ 
perceptions that vibrato duration was longer in solo singing than in chorus singing was incorrect. 
This misperception could be caused by the length of held notes in the chosen excerpts. But it is a 
surprising finding, as jazz singers are more likely to use vibrato on a longer note, which is more 
common in slower songs. 
Participant Self-Reflection 
The participants were given the opportunity to share their insights about vibrato 
subsequent to recording the four excerpts. Four themes emerged from the participant feedback: 
vibrato control, proper use of vibrato in an ensemble, vibrato in solo singing, and vibrato 
duration. Of the 30 participants, 23 chose to share their thoughts (see Appendix K). Nine 
participants wrote about control of vibrato and how to prepare to sing jazz. One participant 
wrote, “My vibrato comes through much easier/smoother the more comfortable I am with the 





warmed up as much and also when the notes are higher/on my break.” Several mentioned that 
they had difficulty controlling their vibratos. 
Eight of the participants wrote about the use of vibrato in the vocal jazz ensemble setting. 
As a whole they agreed that they try to sing with little, if any, vibrato when they are singing in an 
ensemble, citing the ability to blend better without it. One participant wrote, “I notice that my 
vibrato (intentionally) is decreased by a lot when singing in vocal jazz ensembles to blend 
better.” Another wrote, “I’m using less [vibrato] on chord matching.” 
Solo vibrato usage was commented on by seven of the participants. One participant 
wrote, “I felt freer using vibrato on solo passages.” Another wrote, “I’ve always thought my 
vibrato was bigger & faster with solos, however after that experience, I’m not sure either way.” 
Those that mentioned solo and ensemble vibrato usage all stated that they produced more vibrato 
as a soloist. 
Four participants mentioned the duration of held notes and three mentioned tempo. Those 
that mentioned duration wrote that they added vibrato at the ends of phrases and on longer notes. 
Those that mentioned tempo agreed that they were more likely to sing with vibrato on faster 
tempos. Two participants indicated that they either were not sure what vibrato is or that they had 
never thought about vibrato before. 
The participant’s insights coincided with the conclusions of the authors cited in the 
introduction and review of literature earlier. The participants were consistent in their belief that 
vibrato is a stylistic addition to vocal jazz and echoed previous authors’ assertions that vibrato is 
used more in the solo vocal jazz setting than in the choral. The fact that several participants 





vibrato was affirms Nix’s findings that singers believe that they are not being instructed in how 
to utilize vibrato. 
Conclusion and Implications 
Vocal jazz education is a relatively young field of study. Instrumental jazz has had a 
place in education since the 1920’s, with the inclusion of dance bands in high schools.93 The 
University of North Texas added a degree in jazz in 1947.94 But the first educational vocal jazz 
ensemble was not founded until 1967 when Hal Malcolm started the Swing Choir at Mt. Hood 
Community College in Gresham, Oregon.95 Until that time, vocal jazz was learned primarily by 
listening to the popular singers and groups of the day. It is not surprising then that research in the 
vocal jazz field has been limited and primarily pertaining to improvisation. 
As Nix stated, singers often feel they are being asked to produce vibrato in specific and 
differing ways by voice instructors and choral directors. However, the singers he surveyed did 
not believe they were receiving instruction in how to do what was asked of them. At the end of 
his article he stated,  
Singing teachers and choral directors should…accept mutual responsibility for 
providing the students in their care with science-based, user-friendly information 
about vibrato and non-vibrato voice production, and should communicate with 
each other about how best to prepare the singers in their studios and ensembles for 
the technical, aesthetic and expressive demands of their music (emphasis mine).96 
 
93 Richard John Hamilton, “The History of the Vocal Jazz Ensemble Singing Movement 
in the Public Schools of the Boise Valley from its Inception through the Academic Year 1989-
1990,” PhD dissertation, Florida State University, 2017, 29, 
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I truly believe Nix’s comment is at the heart of my study. Because no empirical data on jazz 
vibrato exists, and no support exists for educators on how to teach a healthy-yet-stylistically- 
appropriate jazz vibrato, there has been no foundation on which to build all that Nix calls for.  
I encourage my vocal jazz colleagues to implement vibrato instruction in their private 
studios and ensemble rehearsals. Becoming familiar with the body and vocal pedagogy in 
particular is a must. Nix compiled a number of exercises to use in the private studio that help to 
develop a healthy vibrato, as well as several exercises concerning the healthy use of straight 
tone.97 When developing listening lists for students, vocal jazz instructors should make sure to 
include singers using vibrato in a variety of ways. The recordings of popular vocal jazz artists 
Spradling analyzed in her text book would be an excellent jumping-off point.98 Vibrato should be 
a subject discussed freely and often in the private studio and the ensemble rehearsal. If the 
students are not given instruction, assumptions will be made. These assumptions could lead to 
inaccuracies in the appropriate style of vibrato to be used in various jazz contexts, and just as 
detrimental to the student, unhealthy singing. 
This study was an important point of departure for further research on vocal jazz vibrato 
for the express purpose of supplementing educational resources for instructors and students, but 
more must be accomplished. Suggestions for further research include comparing vibrato on held 
notes within a phrase to vibrato on held notes at the ends of phrases and studying the effect of 
syllable placement within a sung word on vibrato. Duplication of Daffern’s long-term study of a 
vocal quartet with a vocal jazz ensemble would provide insight on the development of ensemble 
 
97 John Nix, “Shaken not Stirred: Practical Ideas for Addressing Vibrato and Nonvibrato 
Singing in the Studio and the Choral Rehearsal,” Journal of Singing 70, no. 4 (March/April 
2014): 411-18, http://www.vocapedia.info/_Library/JOS_files_Vocapedia/JOS-070-4-2014-
411_vibrato_nonvibrato_singing.PDF. 





usage of vibrato. It would also be enlightening to study the recordings of established vocal jazz 
artists, especially those who have careers as both soloists and ensemble members, for insight on 
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“I’ve found that when singing jazz, my vibrato is the most even (in terms of going above/below 
the pitch), and if I get more loud/dramatic, it’s more likely to pull under the pitch. When singing 
R&B, I use a tighter, upward-facing vibrato.” 
 
“I think generally I have more vibrato on swing and solos but long held out notes may also have 
some vibrato depending on where they sit in my range (higher head register may have less).” 
 
“I find it very important to prepare your voice as much as possible before singing. This is 
important because, if the vocal chords are strained, the vibrato sound won’t be natural and will 
produce a forced sound.” 
 
“I haven’t really thought about vibrato.” 
 
“I’ve always thought my vibrato was bigger & faster with solos, however after that experience, 
I’m not sure either way. Thank you!” 
 
“I think my vibrato is a lot more present when I am conscious of it or deliberately trying to sing 
with vibrato. I think the extent of my vibrato is wider on long notes and it sometimes doesn’t 
come in at all on shorter notes.” 
 
“I felt freer using vibrato on solo passages. I try not to use much during ensemble parts so it 
blends a lot better.” 
 
“I have been classically training my voice for 6 years, so vibrato is something that was strongly 
encouraged. Now that I sing jazz I am working on controlling it more.” 
 
“I’m more inclined to use it on solo fast pieces, in ensemble pieces I try not to use as much, but it 
[sic] general I don’t feel like I use vibrato an insane amount.” 
 
“I think that personally my vibrato rate is faster on more up-tempo songs.” 
 
“I don’t really know what having vibrato really means.” 
 
“My vibrato is not yet stable and doesn’t always do what I am trying to make it do.” 
 
“I usually use a very full vibrato unless told otherwise/singing in a choral jazz ensamble [sic].” 
 
“My vibrato is pretty small so sometimes it comes accross [sic] ‘forced’ when I am soloing. 






“Jazz is new to me, but I’m trying to focus on pitch & rhythm & vowels more than vibrato – but 
I’m using less on chord matching & shorter notes than longer notes.” 
 
“My vibrato comes through much easier/smoother the more comfortable I am with the music.” 
“I am not quite able to completely control my vibrato.” 
 
“I don’t personally think of myself as someone who uses a lot of vibrato. I do not personally 
have a lot of practice accessing my vibrato and don’t ever actively intentionally use vibrato.” 
 
“I find that it’s harder for me to have vibrato when I haven’t warmed up as much and also when 
the notes are higher/on my break. I also find that I use much more vibrato with the solos and 
more straight tone with the ensembles.” 
 
“I notice that my vibrato (intentionally) is decreased by a lot when singing in vocal jazz 
ensembles to blend better. 
 
“It depends on who the person [is] listening to.” 
 
“On solo pieces I tend to put vibrato on the ends of phrases; but during ensemble pieces I tend to 
not use vibrato at all, most likely because in the ensemble we’re told not to use it as that makes 
the chords tighter.” 
 
“Typically when singing jazz I try to do less vibrato than normal. I’ve been taught to not do it at 









Characteristics of the participants including (1) age (2) major area of study (3) whether they were 
currently taking jazz voice lessons (4) number of years of jazz voice lessons, and (5) number of 





Years of jazz 
lessons 
Years of singing in jazz 
ensembles 
21 Jazz voice Y 2.5 5.5 
21 Vocal jazz studies Y 8 8 
21 Jazz studies Y 4 8 
19 Jazz studies – voice Y 2.5 3.5 
20 Music Y 2 5 
20 Music Y 3 5 
27 Vocal performance Y 3 5 
20 Music education – vocal N 0 1.5 
20 Music education Y 2 2 
19 Music education N 1 4 
18 Nursing N 0 1 
18 Music education Y 1 4 
21 Promotional communication Y 1 0.5 
20 Music (jazz voice) Y 2 3 
18 Theatre technology N 0 1 
18 Music N 0 0.25 
19 Prenursing N 0 0.25 
18 Undecided Y 0.5 0.5 
21 Music N 0 1 
18 Mass communications Y 0.25 3 
62 General studies/music N 0 0.25 
20 Music N 0 2.5 
18 Music Y 0.5 1 
19 Music N 0 1 
18 Theatre N 0 0.5 
20 Nursing N 0 3 
24 Music, jazz minor Y 3 4 
18 Jazz studies Y 1 1 
21 Foreign language: Chinese Y 1 1 






Average years of 
ensemble participation 










Summary of the best fitting linear models for the three acoustic parameters associated to the 
vibrato: (1) extent, (2) rate and (3) duration with the response variables the two binary factors (1) 
Solo vs Chorus and (2) Swing vs Ballad, and (3) their interaction.  
 
 Estimate Std. Error t-value p-value 
Vibrato Extent (cents) 
Intercept 33.75 1.77 55.35 <0.001*** 
Solo_Chorus Solo 15.07 5.16 467.98 0.003** 
Swing_Ballad Swing 3.81 3.76 466.39 0.312 
Solo_Chorus Solo: Swing_Ballad Swing -18.36 6.82 493.29 0.007** 
Vibrato Rate (cents) 
Intercept 7.64 0.24 42.32 <0.001*** 
Solo_Chorus Solo 0.15 0.55 467.39 0.791 
Swing_Ballad Swing -1.22 0.41 497.90 0.003** 
Solo_Chorus Solo: Swing_Ballad Swing 0.44 0.73 482.33 0.545 
Vibrato Duration (seconds) 
Intercept 1.07 0.03 498.00 <0.001*** 
Solo_Chorus Solo -0.05 0.09 498.00 0.559 
Swing_Ballad Swing -0.34 0.07 498.00 <0.001*** 
Solo_Chorus Solo: Swing_Ballad Swing -0.10 0.12 498.00 0.422 










Summary of the best fitting linear models for the three acoustic perceptual parameters associated 
to the vibrato: (1) extent, (2) rate and (3) duration with the response variables the two binary 
factors (1) Solo vs Chorus and (2) Swing vs Ballad, and (3) their interaction.  
 
 Estimate Std. Error t-value p-value 
Perceived Vibrato Extent (%) 
Intercept 32.3 3.1 107.3 <0.001*** 
Solo_Chorus Solo 16.9 3.9 90.0 <0.001*** 
Swing_Ballad Swing 2.4 3.9 90.0 0.547 
Solo_Chorus Solo: Swing_Ballad Swing -3.5 5.5 90.0 0.528 
Perceived Vibrato Rate (%) 
Intercept 32.9 3.3 101.6 <0.001*** 
Solo_Chorus Solo 17.9 4.0 90.0 <0.001*** 
Swing_Ballad Swing 8.4 4.0 90.0 0.041* 
Solo_Chorus Solo: Swing_Ballad Swing -10.3 5.7 90.0 0.075. 
Perceived Vibrato Duration (%) 
Intercept 31.3 3.1 107.8 <0.001*** 
Solo_Chorus Solo 19.7 3.9 88.8 <0.001*** 
Swing_Ballad Swing 0.3 3.9 88.8 0.947 
Solo_Chorus Solo: Swing_Ballad Swing -8.9 5.6 88.8 0.114 
Signif. Code: <0.001 ‘***’; <0.01 ‘**’; <0.05 ‘*’; <0.1 ‘.’ 
 
 
 
 
